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Should Small and Medium-Size American Businesses
"Going Global" Use International Commercial Arbitration?
William S. Fiske*
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of transborder commercial transactions increased exponentially
post-World War II. l As trade barriers dissipated after the War, fierce global
competition increased among transnational businesses seeking the most
competitively priced goods and services.2 Outsourcing manufacturing and service
jobs is a modem example how international contracting3 unites diverse
businesses in a fiscal effort to maximize revenue.'
Like domestic business relationships, most international commercial
relations arise through agreement Traditional international contracts relied upon
* J.D., University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law, to be conferred May, 2006; M.A.,
Education, with emphasis in Higher Education and Organizational Change, University of California at Los
Angeles, 2002; B.A., Economics, University of California at Los Angeles, 2001. My scholarship has had the
help and support of many important people, including my wife, parents, and Jed Scully, Professor of Law. I
thank them all for their generosity and endless encouragement.
1. Eric. D. Green, International Commercial Dispute Resolution: Courts, Arbitration, and Mediation -
Introduction, 15 B.U. INT'L L.J. 175, 175 (1997); see George W. Coombe, Jr., The Resolution of Transnational
Commercial Disputes: A Perspective From North America, 5 ANN. SURV. INTL & COMP. L. 13, 15 (1999)
(providing that international associations and agreements such as the European Union, North American Free
Trade Agreement, the Asia Pacific Cooperation Forum, and the Central European Free Trade Area have greatly
expanded international trade).
2. See William Wang, Note, International Arbitration: The Need for Uniform Interim Measures of
Relief, 28 BROOK. J. INT'L L. 1059, 1059 (2003) (describing how arbitrations increased in frequency after the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade reduced worldwide tariff barriers to trade); Nobuhisa Ishizuka, Note,
Subsidiarv Assertion of Foreign Parent Corporation Rights Under Commercial Treaties to Hire Employees "Of
Their Choice", 86 COLUM. L. REV. 139, 140-41 (1986) (stating that post-World War Hl, the U. S. government
used commercial treaties for a dual purpose: increasing American exports generally and securing American
corporations' foreign investments from undue interference).
3. See JOACHIM G. FRICK, ARBITRATION AND COMPLEX INTERNATIONAL CONTRACTS 5 (Dr. Julian Lew
ed., Kluwer L. Int'l 2001) (defining international contracts as those joined by "parties... which are located in
different national jurisdictions."). Common types of private international agreements include construction
contracts, technology transfer contracts, mining contracts, franchise agreements, and simple output contracts
(delivery of goods or services). Id. at 4-5. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, ARBITRATION AND
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION, HOW TO SETTLE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DISPUTES 7-25 (2001)
[hereinafter INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE] (summarizing the different types of international contracts
common to private dispute resolution). But see Dr. Lijiljana Biukovic, International Commercial Arbitration in
Cyberspace: Recent Developments, 22 NW J. INT'L L. & Bus. 319, 328 (2002) (identifying the difficulties in
determining when a contract is truly "international" with regard to internet transactions because the place of
business may be indeterminable due to the parties' multinational commercial presence via the internet). Without
an "international" characterization, a U.S. federal court will not have subject matter jurisdiction under the New
York Convention (as codified). 9 U.S.C. § 203 (2005).
4. See Alan Reynolds, Exporting Tech Jobs to India?, TOWNHALL, Jan. 4, 2004, available at
http://www.cato.org/cgi-bin/scripts/printtech.cgi/research/artices/reynolds-040104.htm (last visited Feb. 21,
2005) (copy on file with The Transnational Lawyer) (reporting that the United States was the world's largest
exporter of goods and services through 2001 according to the World Trade Organization).
5. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 37 (suggesting there are only a few exceptions
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a forum-selection-clause 6 to designate a mutually convenient public venue for
litigation involving the respective commercial contractual obligations.7 However,
modem transborder businesses have multiple forums, public and private, offering
them dispute resolution services. For American-based transnational businesses,
the United States federal court system is one option,' and their foreign trade
partner's public court system is another.9 Alternatively, the diverse trade partners
may agree that any dispute resolution process must take place outside of each
party's domestic judicial system and, instead, occur within a non-national private
forum. 0
Before privatized dispute resolution forums became readily available,"
American businesses with dreams of international expansion often faced a
difficult choice when negotiating a forum selection clause: whether to bring
future lawsuits in one's own court, or in a foreign nation's? Federal courts have
hosted many commercial disputes involving simple trade in manufactured
goods." However, the federal system was often unable to help American-based
transborder businesses dealing in manufactured goods because of personal
jurisdiction limitations over foreign-based parties. " As a result, American
businesses were forced to litigate abroad, and the prospect of foreign litigation
to the general rule that private arbitration is only made possible by private agreement); Stephen J. Ware, Default
Rules from Mandatory Rules: Privatizing Law Through Arbitration, 83 MINN. L. REV. 703, 709 (1999)
("Arbitration is a creature of contract.") (quoting Fils et Cables D'Acier de Lens v. Midland Metals Corp., 584
F. Supp. 240, 243 (S.D.N.Y. 1984)).
6. See BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY (8th ed. 2004) (defining a forum-selection-clause as "A contractual
provision in which the parties establish the place (such as the country, state, or type of court) for specified
litigation between them."); M/S Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co., 407 U.S. 1 (1972) (giving effect to a forum
selection clause identifying the High Court of London, not a federal district court, to decide a commercial
dispute between German and American companies).
7. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 34 (remarking that the court selected under a
forum clause is located usually within the country of the claimant or defendant).
8. See 28 U.S.C. § 1332 (2005) (requiring complete party diversity and minimum amount in
controversy to establish federal subject matter jurisdiction over a non-federal claim, such as a commercial trade
dispute).
9. Supra note 7.
10. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 33 (identifying a commercial dispute can be
resolved privately through processes such as arbitration, conciliation and mediation). Arbitration is considered a
"jurisdictional" process, because the result is legally binding and enforceable. Id. Oppositely, concilation and
mediation, forms of alternative dispute resolution ("ADR"), are considered "non-jurisdictional" processes
because the result is not legally binding in the eyes of courts. Id. This comment exclusively concerns
international commercial arbitration, a form of private arbitration.
11. Infra note 39.
12. Infra text accompanying note 239.
13. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 9 (emphasizing personal jurisdiction is
difficult to establish in a products liability case against a foreign party); Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Sup. Ct. of
Cal., 480 U.S. 102 (1987) (displaying the U.S. Supreme Court's historic reluctance in products liability cases to
assert personal jurisdiction over a foreign party whose contacts with the United States are purely through the
stream of commerce). "The unique burdens placed upon one who must defend oneself in a foreign legal system
should have significant weight in assessing the reasonableness of stretching the long arm of personal
jurisdiction over national borders." Id. at 114.
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necessitated an extensive introduction to alien customs, procedures, and laws.14
Fortunately for some, the adjustment to foreign litigation was palatable,
especially when an American's trade partner resided in another common law
country.' 5 Unfortunately, the large remainder of American traders litigating
abroad often faced inexperienced and biased judges and juries.'
6
Foreign-based transborder businesses also negotiated forum selection clauses
delicately out of fear of the American federal justice system. The adversarial
system posed (and continues to present) a steep learning curve, especially for
foreign parties from civil law traditions where trial procedures differ and jury
trials are not as widespread.'7
Both Americans and their foreign trade partners shared other common
apprehensions regarding international contracting beyond solely unfamiliarity
with the other's judicial system. Any commercial party, American or alien, who
successfully obtains a foreign judgment must still convince its own municipal
court to recognize and enforce it.'" More importantly, any commercial party
seeking to enforce a foreign court's judgment faces certain judicial review and
the possibility the judgment will be appealed and re-litigated.' 9
In sum, the suit-at-home and litigation-abroad options were costly choices
that dissuaded many businesses worldwide from entering the international
commercial market.20 This common dilemma exposed the great international need
14. See Lawrence W. Newman, A Practical Assessment of Arbitral Dispute Resolution, in LEX
MERCATORIA AND ARBITRATION 1 (Thomas E. Carbonneau ed. 1998) (warning that evidentiary rules differ
from country to country). "In some countries... distinctions are made between persons who provide testimony
as party representatives and those who testify as independent witnesses." Id.
15. See generally Daniel Berkowitz et al., The Transplant Effect, 51 AM. J. COMP. L. 163 (2003)
(mentioning countries with common law legal systems include the United States, England, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa, India, and other English commonwealth countries).
16. See id. (declaring that as litigation increases on a worldwide basis, it is readily apparent that many
national judicial systems ineffectively resolve complex international commercial disputes); Anoosha Boralessa,
Enforcement in the United States and United Kingdom of ICSID Awards Against the Republic of Argentina:
Obstacles that Transnational Corporations May Face, 17 N.Y. INT'L L. REv. 53, 60 (2004) (presenting that a
creditor must often overcome biased, unsophisticated, congested, and slow judicial proceedings when the
commercial creditor's only option is to enforce the repayment obligation in the foreign debtor's own court
system).
17. Newman, supra note 14, at 2.
18. See Stefano E. Cirielli, Arbitration, Financial Markets and Banking Disputes, 14 AM. REV. INT'L
ARB. 243, 250 (2003) (arguing arbitration can be a better dispute resolution forum than litigation because
arbitral awards frequently avoid scrutiny by domestic courts, unlike foreign judgments).
19. Id. at 251.
20. See Sandeep Gopalan, Transnational Commercial Law: The Way Forward, 18 AM. U. INT'L L. REV.
803, 804-05 (2003) (listing common disincentives to participating in international trade before international
commercial arbitration became available). Uncertainty is caused by parties' unfamiliarity with foreign laws and
customs. Id. at 804. Parties are not willing to submit to the other's jurisdiction because of perceived bias
favoring the hometown party. Id. National laws may be inappropriate for international transactions. Id. There
may be disparities between different national laws. Id. The national laws may not be translated easily or
accurately. Id. Proving foreign laws in courts is both expensive and time consuming. Id. at 805. Foreign
countries may have deficient legal regimes. Id.
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for private dispute resolution forums that would produce legally binding and
enforceable determinations of international commercial contract disputes.2'
Consequently, international commercial arbitration institutions emerged to
meet this need by providing a professional, predictable, efficient, and flexible
private dispute resolution forum.22 International commercial arbitration, unlike
litigation, is predominately a process tailor-made by the negotiating parties.23
Parties can predetermine the arbitral experience, including the governing
procedural rules and substantive law, what type of person will serve as arbitrator,
and other selections that are not allowable in litigation.24 The ability to determine
the arbitral process before a dispute arises provides predictability to international
commercial ventures.25 In turn, ever since international arbitral institutions
emerged, multinational businesses have avoided forum selection clauses and
instead increasingly used arbitration clauses to opt into private international
26
commercial arbitration.
21. See id. (noting the need for finality and enforceability was the strongest impetus for creating
arbitration); William W. Park, Amending the Federal Arbitration Act, 13 AM. REV. INT'L ARB. 75, 91-92 (2002)
(stating parties to a transborder contract arbitrate because of their concern for "[a] playing field that is more
neutral (procedurally, politically, and linguistically) than national courts."); Thomas E. Carbonneau, The
Exercise of Contract Freedom in the Making of Arbitration Agreements, 36 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 1189,
1205 (2003) [hereinafter Exercise of Contract Freedom] (providing that "[i]ntemational arbitration is
instrumental to neutrality.").
22. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1195 (providing that "[a]rbitration civilizes the
international marketplace and thereby makes it accessible to commercial parties."); see also Jill A. Pietrowski,
Comment, Enforcing International Commercial Arbitration Agreements - Post Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler
Chrystler-Plymouth, Inc., 36 AM. U.L. REV. 57, 91 (1986) (discussing that party autonomy in arbitration
produces a flexible dispute resolution process that "can avoid intractable jurisdictional problems").
"[A]rbitration can provide the advantages of speed, flexibility, and economy, and respond to the parties' distrust
of foreign courts." Id. at 57-58.
23. See Cirielli, supra note 18, at 248 (expressing party autonomy is the determinative factor in
arbitration proceedings). This comment discusses only voluntary (i.e., bargained-for) institutional arbitration
and does not cover binding arbitration arising from adhesion contracts, which is often seen in businesses-to-
consumer transactions (where bargaining power is grossly unequal).
24. See GARY B. BORN, Choices of Law in International Arbitration, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL
ARBITRATION IN THE UNITED STATES, COMMENTARY AND MATERIALS 120 (1994) (discussing the popular view
of governments and arbitration institutions is to "affirm the parties' freedom to select the substantive law
applicable to their dispute"). Based upon published arbitral decisions, arbitrators show similar respect for party
autonomy. Id. at 118. Because the arbitral institutions, governments, and arbitrators all generally defer to party
agreement, freedom of contract is an extremely dominant principle in international commercial arbitration.
"[S]election of a particular nation's law may provide important advantages to one or the other party." Id. at 117
(quoting from de Vries, International Commercial Arbitration: A Contractual Substitute for National Courts,
57 TUL. L. REV. 42,74 (1982)).
25. Id. at 117-120.
26. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 37-39 (distinguishing ad hoc arbitration from
institutional arbitration). This comment focuses on institutional arbitration, the more popular form between the
two. In institutional arbitration, a organization administers the arbitration by gathering the necessary arbitrators
and supervising the conduct of the proceedings. Id. at 38. In ad hoc arbitration, the parties alone manage the
proceedings in a fashion that will produce an enforceable award. Id. at 37. Using institutional arbitration
increases the likelihood that a court will enforce the arbitrator's decision. Id. at 38-39.
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Most developed countries have entered international agreements to make
arbitration clauses, agreements, and awards27 legally binding and enforceable.
The United States joined in the United Nations Convention on the Recognition
and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards ("New York Convention") 29 and the
Inter-American Convention on International Commercial Arbitration ("Panama
Convention")," two globally prominent international commercial arbitration
treaties. Ensuring the enforceability of arbitration clauses and awards through
treaties provides the lifeblood for international commercial contracts. " Without a
neutral, efficient, and fair dispute resolution process that is legally enforceable,
many businesses would not contract abroad for fear of foreign litigation.32
Although enforcing arbitral awards replaces a public judge's analytical role with
a private arbitrator, countries believe the sacrifice to be worthwhile because
enforcement encourages international trade relations.3
This liberal internationalist policy to promote international trade and
interstate cooperation can provide great benefits to American businesses "going
global." Arbitration offers private benefits to its users, including its economy,
flexibility, expertise, neutrality, efficiency in addition to an arbitral award's
finality and enforceability. 34 Today, many small and medium-size American
27. See id. at 105 (defining arbitral awards as "[t]he decision rendered by the arbitral tribunal which
finally determines the issues submitted to it."). This Comment refers to an arbitrator's decision as an arbitral
award for simplicity, though arbitrators render final awards, partial and interim awards, as well as award by
agreement. Id. at 105-107.
28. Green, supra note 1, at 177-179.
29. U.N. Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, New York, June
10, 1958, 21 U.S.T. 2517, 330 U.N.T.S. 38. [hereinafter the New York Convention]. The New York Convention
is codified in 9 U.S.C. §§ 201 et seq. (2005). See BoRN, supra note 24, at 20 (providing that almost all countries
that signed the treaty have also implemented it through national legislation). The New York Convention
intended to strengthen intemational arbitration for international businesses through providing globally uniform
rules for enforcing arbitral agreements and awards. Id. Not all countries' legislatures and courts furthered this
goal. Some placed restrictions on enforcing awards beyond those defenses specifically allowed under the
Convention. See infra text accompanying notes 100-101 (discussing that the United States has consistently
enforced the New York Convention, whereas many other signatory nations have hindered the Convention's goal
of uniformity through refusing to enforce awards based upon parochial interests).
30. OAS SER A20 (SEPEF), 14 I.L.M. 336 (1975); The Panama Convention is codified in 9 U.S.C.
§§ 301 et seq. (2005); see generally John P. Bowman, The Panama Convention and its Implementation Under
the Federal Arbitration Act, 11 AM. REV. INT'L ARB. 1 (2000); see also infra text accompanying notes 87-98.
31. See Thomas E. Carbonneau, The Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, 56 U. MIAMI L. REV. 773, 775
(2002) [hereinafter Ballad of Transborder Arbitration] (asserting treaties secure the "[i]ntegrity and execution
of international commercial contracts, and the proper operation of regional trade.").
32. See id. at 793-94 (stating "[w]ithout the discipline of enforcement, arbitration is substantially
weakened and foreign business interests have almost no means of protecting investments."). This scholar also
comments that the former U.S.S.R. republics may not be able to participate in the international commercial
market because of their hesitancy to commit to enforcing arbitration awards. Id.
33. Id.; see Robert Wal, Transnational Liftoff and Juridicial Touchdown: The Regulatory Function of
Private International Law in an Era of Globalization, 40 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 209, 218 (providing that
international treaties on arbitration have strong economic objectives to encourage transnational commercial
investment).
34. Cirielli, supra note 18, at 247-53.
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businesses are entering the international commercial market, due to globalization
and advancing technology. 15 These newcomers to the international commercial
market experience an attendant interest in benefiting from arbitration like the
large multinational businesses have since the end of World War 11.36 Through
proper preliminary investigation, smaller-scale American businesses can make an
informed choice when negotiating an arbitration clause. For example, a business
entering an international commercial contract should research whether similar
businesses within its industry utilize arbitration to their advantage. 37 Additionally,
a small or medium-size American business investigating international
commercial arbitration should consider whether federal litigation is preferable
because the transaction at issue is one that federal courts have commonly handled
in the past.38
This comment provides guidance for the many small and medium-size
American businesses entering today's international commercial market. Part H
discusses how and why private international arbitrators, rather than domestic
courts, are increasingly resolving international commercial disputes. Part III
argues that private arbitration allows parties to customize privatize law for
personal advantage. Part IV discusses how an American-based transnational
business considering international commercial arbitration can best determine
whether arbitration will serve its copious trade needs successfully. Although
overwhelmingly used today, in certain narrow circumstances, arbitration is
bested by federal or other common law litigation. Part V concludes by predicting
the federal laissez-faire policy towards arbitral awards will not change and,
therefore, most small and medium-size American businesses entering the global
commercial market today will utilize international commercial arbitration.
II. INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION: AN OVERVIEW OF ITS
INCREASING POPULARITY
A. Supply Meets Demand
Today, contracting commercial parties can select from a growing number of
private arbitration institutions.39 Within the last fifteen years, many service
35. Biukovic, infra note 224; Helmer, infra note 205.
36. Helmer, infra note 175.
37. Infra text accompanying notes 182-227.
38. Infra note 239.
39. See Bernhard F. Meyer-Hauser, Arbitration and New Technologies: Online Aid for Arbitrators and
Arbitration Counsel, 8 CROAT. ARBIT. YEARB. 9 (2001) (providing a truly exhaustive list of well-known
arbitration institutions that maintain web pages on the Internet); INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3,
at 61-65 (describing better known arbitration institutions administering international cases). See generally
Cedric Chao & James Schurz, International Arbitration: Selecting the Proper Forum, 17-2 MEALEY'S INTL.
ARB. REP. 13, at 1 (2002) [hereinafter Chao & Schurz].
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S 40providers have emerged to arbitrate transborder commercial disputes,
meanwhile the established arbitral institutions continue to modernize their
arbitral mechanisms to meet this increasing demand.
Business is booming for most arbitral institutions. For instance, China
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission ("CIETAC")
arbitrators presided over only thirty-seven arbitrations in 1985 .4 The CIETAC
caseload grew drastically in 2001 to 633 disputes from fifty different countries.44
In 2003, one of the oldest and most reputable institutions for international
commercial arbitration, the International Chamber of Commerce ("ICC"),
received 580 arbitration requests concerning 1,584 parties from 123 different
countries.4 1 Over fifty-five percent of these contract disputes were above $1
million or more.4'6 Although the American Arbitration Association ("AAA")
handles the largest number of arbitrations globally, 198,491 in 2001, the majority
are domestic arbitrations (that is, between nondiverse parties). 47 The number and
size of international arbitrations handled by the AAA have steadily increased, up
from 343 in 1999, to 510 cases in 2000, 8 to 649 in 2001. 9
The trend towards arbitrators, rather than judges, is increasing for a number
of reasons. ° First, arbitration is a very private process compared to public trials
that generate public records.5' Second, parties can agree the dispute resolution
procedure will be neutral with regard to the nationality of the arbitrators,
applicable law, venue, and language. 2 Third, disputes arising from complex
international agreements are best handled by arbitrators with expertise in the
40. See Chao & Schurz, supra note 39, 1 (stating the rising demand for arbitration has been met with a
directly increasing supply of arbitral institutions).
41. See CRAIG ET AL., INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ARBITRATION 3-4 (2d ed. 1990)
(describing the International Chamber of Commerce, founded in Paris in 1919, as the "dominant general-
purpose institution ... in the field of international commercial arbitration" because its institutional supervision
is geographically and culturally adaptable, and its procedure is flexible to parties' particular needs).
42. See Chao & Schurz, supra note 39, [ 3-15 (detailing the increase in the number of arbitration cases
filed in 2001 and the monetary value of the claims).
43. Id. 3.
44. Id.
45. International Court of Arbitration, Facts and Figures on ICC Arbitration, available at
http://www.iccwbo.org/court/english/right-topics/stat_2003.asp (last visited Mar. 17, 2005) (copy on file with
The Transnational Lawyer). More detailed ICC statistics are published for 2003. Statistical Report, in ICC
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF ARBITRATION BULLETIN, VOL. 15/No.1 (2004), available for purchase at
http://www.iccbooks.come/TopBannerSites/bulletin.asp (last visited Feb. 13, 2005).
46. Id.
47. See Chao & Schurz, supra note 39,919.
48. Id.
49. Elena V. Helmer, International Commercial Arbitration: Americanized, "Civilized," or
Harmonized, 19 OHIO ST. J. ON Disp. RESOL. 35, 38 (2003).
50. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1200 (warning "national courts and laws are ill-
suited for international commercial litigation.").
51. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 48 (contrasting the confidentiality of
arbitration with public judicial hearings).
52. FRICK, supra note 3, at 7.
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relevant field, rather than potentially biased and unsophisticated judges and
juries.53 Fourth, arbitration is generally an affordable alternative to costly
adjudication." Fifth, specialized types of arbitrations are available for quick and
efficient arbitral procedures, which is ideal for transnational businesses that aim
to keep operations running as usual.55 In comparison, public courts often have
heavy caseloads that retard issue resolution. Sixth, arbitrators are generally
interested in reaching a decision through a process that preserves the ongoing
business relations between the parties. This emphasis on flexibility to the
parties' needs contrasts with a common law adversarial system that encourages
"dyed-in-the-wool, hard-edge, brass knuckles U.S. litigation tactics" that often
destroy business relationships.57 Seventh, parties are able to contract for the
substantive and procedural law governing the arbitration." Their choice of law
selection is overwhelmingly respected by arbitration institutions, arbitrators and
courts enforcing the arbitral award.59 Lastly, and perhaps most importantly,
contracting for arbitration restricts disputes to the arbitration forum. 6  An
institutional arbitration award ensures the arbitrator's decision will be
enforceable in many public court systems.6' The accelerated use of international
commercial arbitration suggests its framework supplies fairness, privacy,
predictability, finality, and other transborder business needs.62
53. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 48 (providing that "[s]tate courts are not
always specialized in commercial matters and judges do not necessarily have the adequate training in resolving
international commercial disputes.").
54. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1207 (noting cost can fluctuate depending upon
whether the parties are charged a percentage of the amount in dispute, an hourly rate or a flat fee, as well as
whether drawn-out U.S.-style litigation tactics are used).
55. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 7 (listing specialized types of arbitrations as maritime arbitrations,
construction arbitrations, international investment disputes, and "everyday" commercial cases).
56. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1207 (positing the flexibility of arbitral
proceedings, as opposed to the inflexibility of national courts, helps bring a contract dispute to "[a] more
peaceful solution, which can restore a certain harmony, and perhaps might allow for the preservation of mutual
trust between the parties in future transactions.").
57. Lucy Reed & Jonathan Sutcliffe, The "Americanization" of International Arbitration?, 16-4
MEALEY'S INTL. ARB. REP. 11 (2001) [hereinafter Reed & Sutcliffe].
58. Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1190-93. Though a judge may honor a choice-of-
law clause under the freedom of contract principle, their discretion is constrained by mandatory laws. Id.; see
infra notes 155-58 (discussing that arbitrators can ignore mandatory laws in favor of party choice, but judges
cannot).
59. Supra note 24; see infra notes 177-80 (explaining how the private agreement of diverse commercial
parties can become law in America because of federal policy favoring virtual automatic enforcement of arbitral
awards).
60. See BORN, supra note 24, at 18 (maintaining the New York Convention, signed by over 130
countries, requires Signatory nations' national courts to (1) recognize and enforce arbitral awards, subject to
specified exceptions, and (2) refuse jurisdiction and refer parties to arbitration when a valid agreement subject
to the Convention so provides).
61. Id.
62. See supra notes 49-61 and accompanying text.
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Five things generally influence the procedure and substance of an arbitration
award. Three are internal influences: (1) the parties' contract terms;63 (2) the
governing rules of the arbitral institution; and (3) the arbitrator or arbitral
tribunal.6 The two dominant external forces are (1) the free market competition
for arbitral customers among institutions and arbitrators, 6' and (2) governments
whose courts are given ultimate responsibility for making the award legally
binding.66 The interrelationships between party choice and the institutional rules,
the arbitrator, and the government are central to much scholarship.
Institutional rules establish the procedural framework for the arbitration,
guiding the parties and the arbitrator in their respective roles.67 Because these
rules vary, before designating jurisdiction to an arbitral institution in an
arbitration clause, it is important for lawyers to research carefully the advantages
and limitations of each institution's regulations.6 ' For example, the institutional
rules of discovery are not uniform. 69 However, uniformity is recognizable
amongst the select institutions that allow arbitrating parties to supplant
institutional regulations with the arbitral rules framework published by the
United Nations Commission on International Trade Law ("UNCITRAL"). °
63. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 57 (explaining that only explicit arbitration
clauses naming specific institutions will prevent a dispute from being relegated to public adjudication).
64. Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1191, 1209, 1214. Though many arbitrations
involve arbitral tribunals (multiple arbitrators), this comment refers only to arbitrators as the decision-maker for
uniformity.
65. See id. at 1200-01 (recognizing that the accelerating demand for arbitration increases competition for
business between arbitral institutions).
66. See Thomas E. Carbonneau, The Remaking of Arbitration: Design and Destiny, in LEX
MERCATORIA AND ARBITRATION 28 (Thomas E. Carbonneau ed. 1998) (outlining that seeking judicial
enforcement of an arbitral award is a necessary precondition to asserting one's rights under it). States that
adopted the New York Convention have promised to insulate international commercial arbitration from possibly
restrictive national rules by "abandon[ing] their sovereign authority over arbitration." Id.
67. See Rachel Engle, Comment, Party Autonomy in International Arbitration: Where Uniformity Gives
Way to Predictability, 15 TRANSNAT'L LAW. 323, 340 (2002) (discussing that institutional rules either help
"delineate guidelines to aid an arbitrator" in the choice of law analysis, or simply defer to the arbitrator's
decision regarding the appropriate method of applying the law).
68. See generally Chao & Schurz, supra note 39 (identifying significant differences between arbitral
institutions with respect to pleadings, discovery, selection of arbitrators and general procedure of the
arbitration). "[A]rbitration under one set of procedural rules may be very different in terms of cost, efficiency,
and the course of the hearing than another. Selection of the proper forum, therefore, must be evaluated with
care." Id. 11.
69. Id. 34.
70. United Nations Commission on International Trade Law ("UNCITRAL") Model Law on
International Commercial Arbitration, Resolution No. 40/72 of the U.N. General Assembly, dated December
11, 1985; see Green, supra note 1, at 176 (discussing that the AAA, JCAA, or SCC are amongst the arbitral
institutions that administer arbitration under the UNCITRAL rules); Chao & Schurz, supra note 39, 6
(discussing the role of the UNCITRAL rules today). "The [UNCITAL] rules were established [by the United
Nations] to further the development of international economic relations for use.., as model [institutional]
rules. Id. "Administering institutions may draft their own rules using the UNCITRAL model, adopt the
UNCITRAL rules wholesale, or provide parties with the option of choosing from either set of rules." Id. 7.
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Additionally, parties frequently modify specific institutional rules7' without
objection from the institution because the arbitration provider is eager to compete
for the parties' business . In sum, the arbitral institutions revere party
autonomy.73
The powers and duties of arbitrators are broad, mostly because international
arbitration treaties defer to their decisions.74 Party choice, encapsulated in the
arbitration clause does not bind the arbitrator.75 Parties often contract freely for
the language and location of the arbitration, the number of arbitrators who will
decide their dispute, and the necessary qualifications of each arbitrator.76
However, contracting parties are generally unable to restrict most arbitrator's
duties, including: organizing the procedure of the arbitration (hearings, witnesses,
experts), respecting due process of law, and behaving ethically. 7 The most
significant interplay between arbitrators and the contracting parties arises while
determining the law applicable to the procedure and the merits of the dispute.8
One scholar cynically observed, "[The lack of external restraints upon an
arbitrator], coupled with the general lack of vigorous judicial supervision, makes
the arbitrator omnipotent and the parties completely subject to the arbitrator's
exercise of judgment. '79 However, most arbitrators do not abuse their powerful
role and, instead, frequently honor the parties' choice-of-law.80
71. Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1208 (stating "Rules can be modified, adjusted, or
combined to achieve the best possible framework for the arbitration."); Chao & Schurz, supra note 39, 52
(noting "The UNCITRAL, WIPO, CIETAC, SCC, JCAA, SIAC and AAA rules require that the [arbitrators]
state the reasons upon which the award is based, unless the parties have agreed otherwise.").
72. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1212 (observing that arbitration institutions are
more eager to waive an objection than refuse an arbitration).
73. Infra note 160 and accompanying text.
74. See id. at 1209 (noting that the selection of arbitrators is perhaps the most critical aspect of any
arbitration). "Choosing the 'right' arbitrators is instrumental to the efficiency and effectiveness of the
arbitration." Id.
75. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 61 (proclaiming the ICC rules and those of other popular arbitral
institutions give arbitrators near unlimited freedom in making a choice-of-law decision).
76. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1209-210 (discussing that a Muslim party
might insist that all arbitrators be male because an arbitral award rendered by a tribunal including a female
arbitrator is generally not enforceable in a Muslim country).
77. INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 76-78.
78. See BORN, supra note 24, at 119 (recalling that choice-of-law agreements historically were not
enforceable, but today are readily used in international commercial contracts); see also infra note 142
(discussing the four different types of substantive law applicable to an arbitration that parties must
predetermine).
79. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1214 (commenting on the powerful role of an
arbitrator).
80. See BORN, supra note 24, at 118 (stating arbitral awards that are publicly available dominantly
respect party autonomy).
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B. Limited Judicial Review of Arbitration Awards
The arbitrator is described as "omnipotent" only because many governments
grant them unparalleled control by signing international agreements governing
institutional arbitration.8' Though the public judge who enforces an arbitral award
may find an arbitrator's application of a domestic law unsettling, pursuant to an
arbitration treaty most judges have a duty to avoid scrutinizing the substance of
arbitral awards.82 It is important to understand why many governments agree to
regularly validate arbitrators' decisions, even though such a laissez-faire
enforcement policy transforms the arbitration award into domestic law. 3
Private international arbitration allows transborder businesses to invest
capital abroad with the confidence that they will not be forced to sue within a
84foreign judicial system. With globalization and technology expanding the
potential market for every commercial industry, international arbitration
institutions make a truly global market attainable by providing a neutral dispute
resolution process that is flexible to the needs of the contracting parties.85 If
judges scrutinized every arbitrator's legal and factual analysis, arbitration would
not provide finality. 6 Consequently, judicial review of arbitral awards hinders
international investment because finality in commercial disputes is important to
the livelihood of the international market.8 Undoing the effectiveness of
arbitration through judicial review could ultimately eliminate this desirable
litigation-alternative.8 The creation and adoption of the Panama Convention,89 an
81. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 51 (reminding those scholars who argue the agreement of the parties
alone grants jurisdiction to arbitrators that no contract can exist without a national law making it legally binding
and enforceable). "A contract without a law in a true sense does not exist .. ." Id.
82. See Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1194-1195 (declaring Westerners feel judicial
review violates the sanctity of party autonomy and the non-national characteristic of the arbitral process); Wai,
supra note 33, at 218 (referencing research that evidences many global nations promoting the independence of
international arbitration from the "[a]pplicability of national laws and the oversight of national courts.").
83. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 52 (stating many national laws and international agreements legitimize
party autonomy); Boralessa, supra note 16, at 65 (stating the enforceability of ICSILD awards depends upon
"national courts of the forum state(s)" following the agreed upon treaty).
84. Boralessa, supra note 16, at 64; supra text accompanying notes 11-22.
85. See id. at 1195 (emphasizing that when international arbitration emerged, the risks associated with
contract disputes became greatly reduced and, in turn, more businesses decided to enter the international
market).
86. See Born, supra notes 60-61 (discussing that achieving a final determination helps commercial
parties move forward in their ongoing relations); infra note 87.
87. See Pietrowski, supra note 22, at 58-59 (proclaiming that party autonomy is respected by U. S.
courts so that the resolution of disputes are neutral and predictable, which, in the end, promotes the growth of
international trade by encouraging commercial market participation).
88. See Green, supra note 1, at 177 (stating "[t]he lack of any judicial review, and hence the 'final
bindingness' of arbitration, has long been regarded as one of the major process advantages of arbitration over
adjudication..."); Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1194-95 (charging judicial interference with
arbitration awards as "[thwarting] the pursuit of international business itself' and "result[ing] in a society-wide
denial of justice").
89. Supra note 30 and accompanying text.
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international arbitration treaty, exemplifies the reasons why governments restrict
the judicial review of arbitral awards.
The Panama Convention was executed to eradicate Latin American courts'
parochial views opposing arbitration awards.90 Prior to the Convention, a
commercial party attempting to enforce an arbitrator's award had to overcome
severe judicial scrutiny, such as: (1) a Latin American judge's preference for
local courts and local law; (2) Latin American public policy objections; and (3)
discrimination against foreign arbitrators.91 Before the Treaty's enactment, Latin
American courts presumed an arbitral award was flawed to justify judicial review
and, thereby, to impose local laws and policy upon the commercial dispute.92
Local economic and political protectionism undercut the effectiveness of private
arbitration, resulting in little foreign trade and investment.93 To remedy this
problem, the Panama Convention entered into force on June 16, 1976.94 Joined by
sixteen Latin American countries and the United States, 9 it ensures the viability
of international commercial transactions with Latin American citizens.96 The
drafting and execution of the Panama Convention illustrates how North, Central
and South American countries desperately wanted to tap into the growing
international trade market to expand opportunities for their domestic industries.
Without treaties such as the Panama Convention, arbitration institutions
would produce unenforceable decisions and would quickly go out of business.97
The Convention is one of a number of international agreements aimed at
achieving what one scholar describes as three distinct sets of internationalist
policy objectives: (1) an economic objective to increase international trade; (2) a
political objective of improving interstate cooperation; and (3) a moral objective
of avoiding domestic parochialism. 98
90. Charles R. Norberg, International Arbitration and ADR in the Western Hemisphere, 14 INST.
TRANSNAT'L ARB. 3, 3 (2000) (commenting upon the necessary changes to international commercial
arbitration's legal framework made by the Panama Convention).
91. Bowman, supra note 30, at 5-6.
92. See id. at 15-16 (providing that some Latin America courts refuse to apply Panama Convention
under the "Calvo Doctrine," a legal theory established upon "exclusive reliance on local courts and local law
and with the rules of national sovereignty and territorial jurisdiction"); Boralessa, supra note 16, at 58-59
(claiming Latin American countries' reluctance stemmed from the presumption that international trade disputes
would be arbitrated in favor of "the North").
93. See Bowman, supra note 30, at 7 (discussing how the existing treaty framework for Latin America
placed the heavy burden on the person seeking to enforce an arbitral award to prove that: (1) it was rendered by
a competent tribunal; (2) the award was considered final in the rendering state; and (3) the award did not
conflict with the public policy of the rendering state).
94. Id. at 15-16.
95. See supra note 30 (discussing how the United States later codified the Panama Convention in
Chapter 3 of the Federal Arbitration Act).
96. Bowman, supra note 30, at 15-16.
97. Cf text accompanying notes 20-22 (arguing that arbitration's key characteristic is its ability to
produce enforceable dispute resolution).
98. See Wai, supra note 82, at 224 (discussing that these globally shared policy objectives encourage
"[t]he development of laws, institutions, and norms that would convince individual states to avoid policies
which are geared to short-term self-interest in order to achieve long-run cooperative benefits").
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C. The U.S. Government's Strong Support for International Commercial
Arbitration
In comparison to other nations participating in arbitration treaties and
pronouncing common economic, political and moral objectives, the United States
government's support of international commercial arbitration has two unique
characteristics. First, the United States is a party to only a few arbitration treaties,
which avoids a confusing scheme of overlapping arbitration laws.99 Second, the
United States consistently enforces arbitral awards compared to other signatory-
countries that frequently succumb to local protectionist bias against private
arbitration.1°° Because the law on this subject is clear and respected, the U.S.
government may be the strongest global proponent of international commercial
arbitration.101
The first chapter'02 of the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA") governs domestic
arbitrations. The second' 3 and third '04 chapters codified the New York and
Panama Conventions, respectively, and, therefore, regulate international
arbitrations. Most state laws on arbitration are pre-empted' °5 because chapter one
of the FAA is applicable to all transactions affecting foreign or interstate
commerce.' °6 Additionally, by enacting these international arbitration treaties
through federal legislation, the federal policy clearly intends to legitimize
international commercial arbitration by limiting domestic interference.' 7
99. See Bowman, supra note 30, at 16 (discussing that Latin American countries have entered localized
agreements governing international commercial arbitration since adopting the Panama Convention, and that this
has resulted in "greater uncertainty regarding the enforcement of these [arbitral] agreements and awards").
100. See id. at 18-19 (noting the enforceability of arbitration in the United States is far more predictable
than in the Latin American countries that agreed to the Panama Convention).
101. See Susan L. Karamanian, The Road to the Tribunal and Beyond: International Commercial
Arbitration and the United States Courts, 34 GEO. WASH. INT'L L. REV. 17, 61 (2002) (discussing that the
treaties, codified without modification, experience a "pro-enforcement" bias, and domestic public policy
arguments rarely interfere).
102. 9 U.S.C. §§ 1-16 (2005); see BORN, supra note 24, at 32. The "domestic" FAA (the first chapter)
usually applies to domestic arbitrations. Id. at 29. It will apply to international arbitrations only when the terms
of the second and third chapters do not. Id.
103. Id. §§ 201-210; supra note 29; see INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3, at 49 (stating the
New York Convention has been signed by over one-hundred and twenty countries, including the United States,
since its issuance by the United Nations in 1958).
104. 9 U.S.C. §§ 301-307; supra text accompanying note 30; see Karamanian, supra note 101
(summarizing the federal framework of arbitration laws and the resultant common law created by their
interpretation and application).
105. See BORN, supra note 24, at 32-34 (explaining that though the FAA does not occupy the entire field
of arbitration law, "state law has played a distinctly secondary role in the international arbitration process").
106. 9 U.S.C. § 1; see Murry S. Levin, The Role of Substantive Law in Business Arbitration and the
Importance of Volition, 35 Am. Bus. L.J. 105 (1997) (commenting that after the U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Allied-Bruce Terminix Cos. v. Dobson (513 U.S. 265 (1995)), where the Court ruled that the FAA applies to
the full extent of the Commerce Clause power, it appears that the FAA governs the overwhelming majority of
all commercial arbitrations). "Thus the FAA applies to any transaction which in fact involves or affects
interstate commerce, even if the parties did not contemplate interstate commerce at all." Id.
107. See The Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31, at 803 (stating the FAA cured the
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The federal court system, particularly the U.S. Supreme Court, has actively
created federal common law strengthening the FAA. °8 A series of famous
Supreme Court decisions established a clear distinction between federal policy
towards domestic and international arbitrations. ' 9 Prior to these decisions, parties
successfully argued that certain subjects were "nonarbitrable" (beyond the
jurisdiction of private arbitrators) because they concerned vital public interests
and, therefore, were unenforceable under the New York Convention, as
construed at the time." ° Contracts involving antitrust, bankruptcy, employment,
patent and securities issues are just several examples of commercial contract
disputes involving important public interests that were considered
nonarbitrable."'
In 1974, in Scherk v. Alberto-Culver Co.," 2 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
the validity of arbitration clauses in international contracts, regardless of whether
the parties' contract dispute involves important public policy codified in U.S.
statutes." 3 Later, in Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc.,
the Supreme Court elaborated on Scherk, holding that international arbitral
tribunals have jurisdiction due to an arbitration clause even in cases to which
mandatory U.S. antitrust law is applicable." 4 Concerns for international comity
persuaded the majority to affirm the arbitrability of the antitrust claim,"5 despite
"critical need for uniformity in [international arbitration's] governing legal provisions" by adopting non-
national, unitary rules to govern the enforcement of arbitration awards). Legislative changes to arbitration
treaties and judicial insertion of domestic policy do little besides restrain the entire international commercial
arbitration process. Id. at 806.
108. Karamanian, supra note 101.
109. See, e.g., Scherk v. Alberto-Culver Co., 417 U.S. 506 (1974) [hereinafter Scherk]; Southland Corp.
v. Keating, 465 U.S. 1 (1984); Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., 73 U.S. 614 (1985)
[hereinafter Mitsubishi]; Shearson/American Express, Inc. v McMahon, 482 U.S. 220 (1987). But see Eric van
Ginkel, Reframing the Dilemma of Contractually Expanded Judicial Review: Arbitral Appeal vs. Vacatur, 3
PEPP. DisP. RESOL. L.J. 157, 205 (2003) (explaining that the difference between domestic and international
arbitrations is not always clear. The author presents a few illustrations, including an arbitration between a
branch office in Country A of a bank from Country B, and a customer in Country A).
110. See Wilko v. Swan, 346 U.S. 427, 438 (1953) (holding that arbitration cannot be used to apply
federal securities law because of the public interest in ensuring the lawful operation of corporations accepting
large-scale public investment); New York Convention, supra note 29, art. V(2)(b) (providing that "[riecognition
and enforcement of an arbitral award may also be refused if the competent authority in the country where
recognition and enforcement is sought find that: (b) the recognition or enforcement of the award would be
contrary to the public policy of that country").
111. See Mitsubishi, supra note 109, at 628 (determining that antitrust disputes are arbitrable and
concerns for international comity prevent the imposition of domestic policy to restrict arbitration of antitrust
matters).
112. Scherk, supra note 109, at 520.
113. See Scherk, supra note 109, at 5 16-17 (stating "A parochial refusal by the courts of one country to
enforce an international arbitration agreement would not only frustrate these purposes, but would invite
unseemly and mutually destructive jockeying by the parties to secure tactical litigation advantages").
114. Mitsubishi, supra note 109.
115. Id. at 629 (stating "[C]oncems of international comity, respect for the capacities of foreign and
transnational tribunals, and sensitivity to the need of the international commercial system for predictability in
the resolution of disputes require that we enforce the parties' agreement, even assuming that a contrary result
would be forthcoming in a domestic context").
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the dissent's objection that doing so offended American public policy."6 As a
result of Scherk and its progeny, few commercial disputes today are
nonarbitrable," 7 and the United States established itself as a lead international
proponent for arbitration."8
Consequently, the international business community shifted its attention from
European to American arbitration law." 9 The Anglo-American adversarial system
began to displace European civil law's influence upon arbitral procedures. 20
Today, many transnational businesses contract for common law procedural rules,
diversifying the international arbitration process by providing a procedural
alternative to the once dominant civil law system.'2 ' For instance, document
disclosure, motions and cross-examination are just as "embedded in the
international arbitration landscape" as civil law's familiar written memorials,
witness statements and activist judges.' 2  International commercial arbitration is
now a homogenized dispute resolution system where the parties can provide in
their arbitration agreement for common law, civil law, or a combination of the
two as the governing procedural law.'23
In sum, the federal government's "hands off' policy pursuing economic,
political and moral objectives forces American businesses to compromise.'2 4 In
return for the opportunity to participate within an international commercial
market of endless profitable potentialities, American public policy concerns
116. Id. at 663 (Stevens, J. dissenting) (stating the majority has no basis to think "international
recriminations" will result from imposing [U.S.] domestic policy upon an international arbitration award
presented to a federal court for enforcement).
117. See Scherk, supra note 109, at 518 (establishing a strong federal policy in favor of enforcing
arbitration clauses); Mitsubishi, supra note 109, at 631 (stating "At least since this Nation's accession in 1970 to
the [New York] Convention... federal policy applies with special force in the field of international commercial
disputes."); Pietrowski, supra note 22, at 60 (describing the distinction between domestic and international
arbitration made by the Mitsubishi line of cases is due to the concerns for international comity and commerce
arise in international arbitration primarily). Thus, local public policy restrictions will not be applied to
international arbitration proceedings to accommodate the international commercial market's need for comity.
Id. at 67. This entails constraining The New York Convention's nonarbitrability provisions to only "agreements
whose performance is illegal or voidable under internationally recognized contract principles." Id. at 67-70.
118. See Pietrowski, supra note 22, at 66-67 (explaining that federal courts give international arbitrators
the benefit of the doubt under the Federal Arbitration Act); 9 U.S.C. § 203 (2005) (providing that "An action or
proceeding falling under the Convention shall be deemed to arise under the laws and treaties of the United
States. The district courts of the United States... shall have original jurisdiction over such an action or
proceeding, regardless of the amount in controversy"); id. § 205 (The action relating to an arbitration may be
removed to federal court at any time before trial).
119. The Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31, at 781-82 (noting the "doctrinal center of
gravity shifted from Europe to the United States").
120. Id. at 782.
121. Reed & Sutcliffe, supra note 57, § I.
122. Id.
123. Id. at section II. Of course, parties can contract for the arbitrator to apply common law procedural
rules. This will most often be the case when the common law is both the background of the arbitrator and the
law familiar to the party with greater bargaining power. Id.
124. Supra note 98.
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cannot regularly interfere with international commercial relations.'25 This is not to
say that it is impossible to raise public policy objections because the New York
Convention, as adopted by Congress in chapter two of the FAA, still allows for
it.126 However, the reality is that federal courts rarely overturn an arbitrator's
decision based upon contrary domestic public policy. 27 This laissez-faire federal
stance leaves the parties and the arbitrators with the ability to create privatized
procedural and substantive law unfettered by American public policy objections.
III. SUBSTANTIVE LAW FREE FROM JUDICIAL REVIEW
A. Contracting Around Substantive Law
International commercial arbitration fills the void where the existing legal
systems were unable to help transborder businesses enter the international market
with confidence in their transborder contracts. 28 As a viable substitute to
litigation, arbitral institutions had a number of effects on the federal court system,
the most obvious being less cases involving international transactions.'29 Second,
judges are no longer burdened with the difficult analytical work attendant to
international issues such as choice-of-law, proof of foreign law, and determining
the validity of discovery conducted abroad. 30 Third, federal judges have had to
become comfortable with enforcing an arbitrator's decision based upon a private
record lacking the form and analytical depth public justices require of
themselves. 3' In sum, the federal courts today play a subdued role by essentially
rubber-stamping arbitral agreements, proceedings and awards, thereby enforcing
private dispute resolution as domestic law.'
Awareness of the federal laissez-faire policy towards private arbitration
benefits transborder businesses who press for personal advantage when
negotiating the terms. 3 Because arbitration can blend or replace common law
with the procedure of other legal systems, 13' the protection of due process, the
patience for advocacy and procedural sophistication is regularly absent.
31
125. Supra notes 113-18 and accompanying text.
126. Wilko v. Swan, supra note 110, at 438.
127. Mitsubishi, supra note 109, at 629; see supra note 116-117; Pietrowski, supra note 22, at 67-70.
128. See supra text accompanying notes 49-61 (outlining that arbitration is a fair and flexible process for
international businesses that produces judicially enforceable awards).
129. The Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31, at 803.
130. Id. (noting that "arbitrators are probably less concerned than judges about the flawless selection of
the governing law and the correct application and interpretation of its provisions").
131. Id.
132. See id. at 804 (stating the arbitrators perform the analytical role, whereas the domestic judge only
fielded concerns about the enforceability of arbitration agreements and awards).
133. Id. (opining that "[Niational courts [a]re expected to use their authority exclusively to assist (and
not to hinder) the conduct of international arbitral proceedings and to achieve the enforcement of awards.").
134. Supra text accompanying note 123.
135. The Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31, at 804.
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Additionally, as discussed previously, arbitrators rarely feel compelled to employ
mandatory national law to trump party agreement.'36 Because party autonomy is
seemingly irreversible, the choice-of-law clause heavily influences the arbitral
award.'37 Respect for party autonomy is why international commercial arbitration
is considered the law of the contract.
38
A contract is essentially private law between two or more persons.'39 Judges
adjudicate by either applying the law contracted for or applying different
substantive law that trumps the choice-of-law clause.' ° Federal courts have
traditionally refused party choice when the contractual provisions dictate an
inequitable or unlawful result. For example, federal and state courts must apply §
14 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to an allegedly illegal proxy
solicitation.'4  Parties in federal or state court cannot opt out of the Securities
Exchange Act's provisions to avoid judicial imposition of securities law. This
law is mandatory. 42 Yet, the enormous amount of state and federal law that is
"mandatory" is easily avoided in arbitration. 43
The U.S. Supreme Court has denied that arbitration restricts substantive
rights because the Court expects that arbitrators will apply mandatory laws.' 44
This conclusion opened the doors of arbitral institutions to antitrust, securities
and employment discrimination claims. 14  The U.S. Supreme Court views
arbitration clauses as merely forum-selection clauses,'4 6 and not choice-of-law
agreements that avoid mandatory law. 47 The Court threatens that the federal
136. Id. at 807; see Levin, supra note 106, at 106 (discussing that federal and state statutes governing
arbitration awards enforcement do not explicitly allow judges to impose substantive law requirements upon the
arbitration).
137. See Levin, supra note 106, at 106 (commenting that contracting parties set the procedural rules
such as a method for selecting the arbitrator and the parties often designate the substantive principles that are to
be applied by the arbitrators in reaching their decision).
138. Id.
139. See Ware, supra note 5, at 705 (using the phrase "private law" to describe a contract between
private parties).
140. See id. at 710 (introducing the idea that some public laws governing commercial relationships are
"privatizable," i.e., may be contracted-around, whereas other substantive principles are mandatory and will be
enforced regardless of the terms on an agreement). The author describes how a person is usually protected by
law from being punched in the nose. Id. at 710. Yet, this "default rule" may be contracted-around when two
boxers compete. See id. (stating "[t]he law on nose-punching is privatizable").
141. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78(a) (2005) et seq.
142. Id. § 78(n) (stating that "It shall be unlawful for any person...") (emphasis added).
143. See Ware, supra note 5, at 711 (commenting that if an arbitrator is not bound to apply any specific
law in arbitration, all law must be default as a result).
144. Mitsubishi, supra note 109, at 628 ("By agreeing to arbitrate a statutory claim, a party does not
forgo the substantive rights afforded by the statute; it only submits to their resolution in an arbitral, rather than a
judicial, forum.").
145. Ware, supra note 5, at 715-16.
146. See supra text accompanying note 6 (defining forum selection clause).
147. Ware, supra note 5, at 717.
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statutory scheme ensuring substantive rights cannot be subservient to the parties'
contract or an arbitrator's discretion.
4 8
These threats have proven largely ineffective. The reality is that arbitrators
rarely feel compelled to apply mandatory laws to stop parties from contracting
around them. 149 Arbitrators are free to enjoy unlimited discretion because their
awards are rarely vacated by a federal court, 150 even when they have purposely or
negligently misapplied the law. '' The Supreme Court's warning that arbitration
must not affect substantive rights has fallen on deaf ears at the district court
level.5 2 One scholar explains that an uncorrected error of law, by definition,
deprives a party of a substantive right, which, if not vindicated by a court defeats
the U.S. Supreme Court's assertion that arbitration does not defeat substantive
rights.' The practical implication is that that mandatory law can be avoided in
arbitration because of the federal policy to virtually rubber-stamp arbitral
awards.
54
However, avoiding mandatory law is not guaranteed because the arbitrator's
"omnipotence" allows the third-party neutral to apply mandatory law that was
meant to be circumvented by contracting for arbitration. 155 The arbitrator may
apply it more harshly or leniently, depending upon "pro-plaintiff' or "pro-
148. See Shearson/American Express, Inc. v McMahon, supra note 109 (propounding that "[b]y
agreeing to arbitrate a statutory claim, a party does not forgo the substantive rights afforded by the statute.").
149. See Ware, supra note 5, at 719-20 (citing empirical surveys of professional arbitrators - the results
overwhelmingly illustrate that arbitrators feel no absolute duty to apply the governing substantive law); Engle,
supra note 67.
150. Supra text accompanying notes 87-90; see FRICK, supra note 3, at 9 (noting the Supreme Court in
Mitsubishi affirmed the importance of non-national dispute resolution processes that produce predictable results
to the success of the international market).
151. See Levin, supra note 106, at 108-09 (providing that under 9 U.S.C. § 10 a federal district court
may, upon the petition of any party to the arbitration, make an order vacating the award in the following
situations:
(a) Where the award was procured by corruption, fraud, or undue means.
(b) Where there was evident partiality or corruption in the arbitrators, or either of them.
(c) Where the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in refusing to postpone the hearing, upon
sufficient cause shown, or in refusing to hear evidence pertinent and material to the
controversy; or of any other misbehavior by which the rights of any party have been
prejudiced.
(d) Where the arbitrators exceeded their power, or so imperfectly executed them that a
mutual, final, and definite award upon the subject matter submitted was not made.
The FAA does not include "error of law" as a ground for vacating an arbitration award).
Though it does include language, such as "other undue means" or "misconduct
prejudicing the rights of any party," which arguably could encompass error of law, the
courts, however, have generally rejected these arguments.
Id. at 110.
152. See Ware, supra note 5, at 725 (explaining how the automatic enforcement of arbitration awards
"treat[s] an agreement to arbitrate as a waiver of those substantive rights.").
153. Id.
154. Id. at711.
155. Id. at 711-12.
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defendant" tendencies.'56 The parties are completely subject to the arbitrator's
judgment because federal courts will refuse to hear the case and to perform
judicial review, all the while ignoring errors of law and fact.'57 Arbitration is
essentially a voluntary agreement to commit to the arbitral award, whether or not
the arbitrator applies the law of the contract. For this reason, selecting an
arbitrator who will apply the terms should be a transnational business' primary
objective when negotiating the arbitration clause.' 8
B. Creating Privatized Substantive Law
Under current U.S. policy regarding international arbitration, arbitrators have
unfettered discretion in choosing what law to apply to the contract dispute. 59
Instead of abusing this discretion, most arbitrators apply the law selected by the
parties.'6 Some arbitrators, in addition to the law of the contract, also reference
approving or disapproving mandatory laws, public policy or a widely recognized
legal principle. 6 ' In fact, the parties may purposely be attempting to contract
around undesirable mandatory national laws, thereby attempting to give
arbitration primacy over domestic law. However, these considerations are usually
at most persuasive authorities and rarely trump the parties' choice of law.' 62
Arbitration is so widely used because the respect shown for party autonomy
makes it an efficient and reliable dispute resolution process. 163 If arbitrators
treated party agreements capriciously, arbitral institutions and international trade
would be avoided.' 64 Instead, arbitrators predictably apply the choice-of-law
terms in the arbitration clause so the parties know their respective rights and
156. Id.
157. Supra text accompanying note 151.
158. Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1209.
159. See Ware, supra notes 145-47, at 715-717.
160. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 45 (stating arbitrators overwhelmingly honor party choice, which
essentially reflects basic freedom of contract principles recognized in most national legal systems); BORN, supra
note 24; Engle, supra note 67, at 350 (describing results from an empirical study of arbitral awards as revealing
that arbitrators usually respect party autonomy and enforce the law contracted for). "Based on these results,
parties can remain reasonably sure that when a choice of law clause is included in their agreement, that choice
will be respected." Id. at 352.
161. See Jay R. Sever, Comment, The Relaxation of Inarbitrability and Public Policy Checks on U.S.
and Foreign Arbitration: Arbitration Out of Control?, 65 TUL. L. REV. 1661, 1697 (1991) (reviewing scholarly
concern that private dispute resolution mechanisms are given more power than public courts); Nathalie Voser,
Current Development: Mandatory Rules of Law as a Limitation on the Law Applicable in International
Commercial Arbitration, 7 AM. REV. INT'L ARB. 319, 356 (1996) (arguing arbitrators should apply mandatory
rules, "even if they are not part of the chosen law or the proper law of the contract" because "the parties have an
interest in an award which is not challengeable and can be enforced").
162. See Engle, supra note 67, at 353 (reporting that public policy and mandatory laws are addressed by
arbitrators but rarely are used as reasons to deny party autonomy).
163. BORN, supra note 24, at 97 (providing that "private parties desire a single, neutral procedural
framework and a stable substantive legal regime.").
164. See Wai, supra note 82 (commenting that most governments support arbitration because, inter alia,
it promotes international trade).
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duties before a dispute takes place.' 65 This predictability allows the parties to
enter transborder contracts with greater confidence.'66
It is widely accepted that the parties can choose not only a national law, but
also rules that are "a-national.' 67 Sophisticated parties may contract for the
application of global principles of commercial law, especially when no national
system of law appropriately governs the international business transaction or
when parties cannot agree on the appropriate national law. 6 s Arbitrators are often
faced with complex commercial contracts and disputes, for which the very
international context of a transaction invites an arbitrator to consider non-national
principles when interpreting party intent. 69 Because the risks arising from
international trade are broader than those of local trade, international contracts
fail to predict all potential issues in a transborder commercial relationship.'7 °
Whether selected by parties or applied by the arbitrator, one of the most
controversial non-national legal standards is lex mercatoria. Lex mercatoria
refers to an alleged body of international commercial law that is capable of
application to international transactions.' 7' Whether this body of law actually
exists is a popular scholarly debate. 72 Proponents of the lex mercatoria theory
argue its existence by either (1) identifying, grouping and codifying lex
165. Exercise of Freedom Contract, supra note 21.
166. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 88 (specifying that most parties choose purely national law for
application because it is concrete and more predictable than an application of "a-national rules"). Something
described as "a-national" or "non-national" implies a thing void of traditionally applicable national law. Id. at
273.
167. Id. at 88.
168. See id. (explaining that international commercial transactions are characterized by sales over long
distances, that use means much different than traditional local sales, and that necessitate much greater risk
prevention); Georges R. Delaume, Comparative Analysis as a Basis of Law in State Contracts: The Myth of the
Lex Mercatoria (Eason-Weinmann Center for Comparative Law Colloquium: The Internationalization of Law
and Legal Practice), 63 TUL. L. REV. 575, 578 (1989) (reminding contracts drafters to analyze the substance of
the non-national law before contracting for the choice-of-law of a certain nation, because the non-national legal
principles may be more advantageous).
169. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 12 (stating that national laws do not always serve international
commercial issues as well as widely recognized international business usages); see also id. at 13 (noting the
growing internationalization of commercial transactions is reflected in "[t]he fact that many arbitral awards
have, in their reasoning, taken as precedent common international principles of law rather than a national legal
system").
170. See id. at 9 (arguing that it is rare for the provisions of an international commercial contract to
cover every contingency encountered by an arbitrator); BORN, supra note 24, at 99, n.3 (stating the choice-of-
law is not always well defined because there are four types of law applicable to an arbitral dispute: (1) the law
governing the substantive contract; (2) the law governing the separate agreement to arbitrate; (3) the law
governing the arbitral procedure; and (4) the conflict of laws rules applicable to each of the above three types of
substantive law) (citing Naviera Amazonica Peruana SA v. Compania Internacional de Seguros del Peru, 1
LLOYD's REP. 116, 118 (1988)).
171. Michael Pryles, Application of the Lex Mercatoria in International Commercial Arbitration, 18-2
MEALEY'S INTL. ARB. REP. 1 (2003).
172. Celia Wasserstein Fassberg, The Empirical and Theoretical Underpinnings of the Law Merchant:
Lex Mercatoria-Hoist with Its Own Petard?, 5 CHI. J. INT'L L. 67, 67 (2004) ("People never tire of asking
whether it exists.").
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mercatoria principles, "' or (2) defining a rule of lex mercatoria when the need
arises. 174 Opponents of lex mercatoria theory voice practical and conceptual
objections, arguing the transnational law applied by arbitrators is simply a
distillation of national laws because it is not humanly possible for an arbitrator to
have an active knowledge every country's laws.175 Similarly, an arbitrator may
make a decision based on a combination of two or three particular nations'
laws.
176
A resolution of this great debate is not necessary to international commercial
arbitration because, practically speaking, private parties to international
arbitration acknowledge that non-national legal principles will apply to disputes
without affecting the enforceability of the arbitral award. 177 The reliability of an
arbitral process that respects party autonomy and produces a predictable and
enforceable award is a main draw of international commercial arbitration to
transborder businesses.' 78 Whether a new legal system of private ordering through
non-national law will be recognized as a body of law, as the lex mercatoria
proponents argue, is debatable. 7 1 What is certain is that law is privatizable
through arbitration.8 This draws a great number of commercial disputes
involving American businesses from the federal judicial docket and into the
hands of private arbitrators and again back into federal courts where the rubber-
stamp of approval enforces the award.'
173. Pryles, supra note 171, § 2.2 (citing Professor Gaillard's three step practicum for employing the lex
mercatoria in arbitration: (1) identifying party intentions; (2) identifying a widely accepted transnational rule;
and (3) identifying whether the given rule is sufficiently wide for it to qualify as a general principle of law); see
FRICK, supra note 3, at 93 (providing that arbitrators are able to identify lex mercatoria with ease because of
improved publications on international commercial arbitration and comparative law literature).
174. See Pryles, supra note 171, § 2.2 (identifying the second approach as "deriving the substantive
solution to the legal issue at hand ... from a comparative law analysis which will enable the arbitrators to apply
the rule which is the most widely accepted."). This comparative analysis is greatly assisted today not only by
[method one of listing principles], but also by the increasingly large number of international treaties that reflect
a broad consensus and the large number of published arbitral awards. Id.
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 17 (stating arbitrating parties often acknowledge and respect the
development of lex mercatoria).
178. Supra text accompanying note 21.
179. Fassberg, supra note 172.
180. Supra text accompanying note 160.
181. Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21.
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IV.WHEN AMERICAN BUSINESSES SHOULD USE INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
A. Discovering Who Benefits and How
The advantages of international arbitration such as simplicity, speed, privacy,
neutrality, familiarity, pre-designated procedural and substantive law,
enforceability of awards, and expertise of arbitrators, often convince parties not
to seek litigation.182 Scholars observe the number of American-involved
arbitrations 83  is correlated with the increasing number of international
arbitrations.84 "Arbitration clauses in construction contracts, sales agreements,
partnership and franchise contracts, and stockholder agreements are
commonplace today."'85 Initially large corporations mostly used arbitration, but
today smaller American businesses entering the international commercial market
frequently use institutional commercial arbitration as well.8 6
The increasing number of specialized arbitration institutions is one reason
why small and medium-size American businesses are increasingly participating
in arbitration.8 7 As the global commercial market grows, specialized businesses,
especially those in the technology industry, are facing legal disputes in many
different countries.' International commercial arbitration is encouraged
explicitly to be the de facto choice for all American commercial enterprises today
by scholars and institutions, as well as the United States federal government.8 9
Before negotiating an arbitration clause, it is profitable for American
businesses to ask if international arbitration's well-known advantages can benefit
182. Supra notes 51-63 and accompanying text.
183. Helmer, supra note 49, at 40 (establishing that "[c]ompanies from North America constituted 13
percent of 2002 LCIA arbitrations").
184. Supra text accompanying notes 42-49.
185. FRICK, supra note 3, at 267.
186. See Helmer, supra note 49, at 39 (reporting that the ICC and AAA note the increasing number of
arbitrations involving "nontraditional" users like medium and small-size businesses). "Electronic commerce
also plays a significant role in this movement. As a result, arbitration has become widely recognized as the
normal, rather than alternative, way of settling international commercial disputes." Id.
187. See Michael P. Malloy, Current Issues in International Arbitration, 15 TRANSNAT'L LAW. 43, 43-
44 (2002) (discussing the World Intellectual Property Organization created a specialized form of arbitration for
Internet companies and application service providers, since the intangible nature of their products and services
can easily lead to litigation all over the world). "[T]he major independent arbitral organizations, including [the
ICC, LCIA, and AAA] have all redrafted their international arbitration rules. Increasingly, they are being joined
by specialized institutions like WIPO in fashioning specialized regimes for arbitration specific industries." Id. at
44.
188. Id. at 44 (emphasizing that as technology increases in sophistication, more technology companies
are facing legal battles in many different countries, increasing their need for a neutral dispute resolution process
such as WIPO arbitration).
189. See supra text accompanying notes 39-41 (institutions' support), 50-61 (commentators' support)
and 107 (federal government support).
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them or is already helping similar transborder businesses.',9 On one hand,
estimating who is utilizing arbitration can be very difficult because arbitration
proceedings are private and the institutions promise to protect participant
identity.'9' On the other hand, if one wants to discover if industry competitors are
utilizing arbitration and, therefore, how arbitrators are analyzing relevant issues,• • • 192
there are at least three options available to the determined inquirer.
One tactic for identifying trends in international arbitration, as mentioned
above, is to note of emerging organizations and new institutional rules designed
for certain commercial industries.' 93 As of 2002, there were more than 120
institutional arbitration centers worldwide.' 94 The newest specialized institutions
provide niche arbitrators.'95 For example, the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce
("SCC") experienced an approximately seven-fold increase in the number of
arbitrations concerning share purchase and licensing agreement disputes in
2001.196 Moreover, one-quarter of the requests for SCC arbitration that year
concerned sale of goods disputes. 97 The American Arbitration Association has
created "E-Commerce Dispute Management Protocol," a technology-focused
dispute resolution service for business-to-business Internet transactions.' The
Grain and Feed Trade Association operates arbitrations for commercial disputes
over sales of grain and herd.' 99 The International Centre for the Settlement of
Investment Disputes provides an arbitral mechanism between private investors
and nation-states9 ° Additionally, the World Intellectual Property Organization,
190. See Paul D. Friedland, A Standard Procedure for Presenting Evidence in International Arbitration,
11-4 MEALEY'S INTL. ARB. REP. 10 (1996) (noting that when an arbitration encounters a dispute over the
applicable law to the procedure, what truly matters is not pure application of common or civil law, but instead
"what is best for their case and worst for the adversary's case[] and, what is likely to be acceptable to the
arbitrators[]").
191. INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3.
192. Text accompanying notes 193-226.
193. See Cirielli, supra note 18, at 245 (identifying an increasing trend in banks and financial
institutions using arbitration by pinpointing specialized rules and institutions emerging to serve the financial
industry's dispute resolution needs); see also Malloy, supra note 187, at 45 (noting that specialized arbitral
institutions and statutes are being created to attract business within a highly competitive international
commercial arbitration market).
194. Biukovic, supra note 3, at 319.
195. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, supra note 3.
196. Chao & Schurz, supra note 39, 1 80.
197. Id. (commenting that the "[s]ubject matter [of arbitrations are] becoming increasingly specific.").
198. See Biukovic, supra note 3, at 321-22 (additionally discussing how professional and consumer
organizations, as well as groups of international companies are making efforts to create online arbitration
systems); Cirielli, supra note 18, at 245-46 (noting that financial and banking industries have benefited from the
establishment of specially designed dispute resolution mechanisms and rules).
199. INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER, supra note 3, at 58.
200. See Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31 at 798 (describing that ICSID arbitration has
been significantly used by private parties and NAFTA's signatory-countries).
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hosts domain name dispute resolution20 ' and recently established arbitration for
disputes between application service providers and their customers.2 2
Reviewing arbitration clauses found in commercial documents is another
method for identifying trends in arbitration.203 Unfortunately, because business
records are not public documents, this option may be available to only the few
with inside information. Nevertheless, when an arbitrating party files a motion to
vacate an arbitral award in federal court,2° the substance of the contract and the
arbitration become part of a public record.2° Although federal courts most often
enforce the award, some confidentiality of the arbitral process is lost and
inquirers are able to partially discover the inner workings of an arbitral process in
206
a backdoor manner.
A third option is to rely on direct communication with the arbitral
institutions. These private organizations can be solicited for information by
phone, mail or electronic mail. 07 On one hand, directly requesting private
information is unwelcome because arbitration institution's promise parties
privacy.2 0 On the other hand, an institution may provide an inquirer with
statistical information about the types of businesses utilizing their services in an
effort to attract potential customers.06 Competition for business is growing in the
private arbitration industry and, like any other business, some degree of targeted
marketing is likely used.210
Instead of directly soliciting the institutions for information, reviewing
communications made from the institutions to the interested public may be a more
profitable route. Though the vast majority of arbitration awards have traditionally
been unavailable to the public, arbitral institutions are slowly increasing public
access to arbitrators' decisions. Many international commercial arbitral
201. Id.
202. Malloy, supra note 187.
203. See Cirielli, supra note 18, at 246 (concluding that financial institutions and banks are using
arbitration clauses based upon a review of bank guarantees, documentary credits, structured-financing
transactions and project funding techniques).
204. See Stephen L. Hayford, A New Paradigm for Commercial Arbitration: Rethinking the Relationship
Between Reasoned Awards and the Judicial Standards for Vacatur, 66 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 443 (1998) (for an
extensive discussion of the statutory (FAA) and non-statutory grounds for vacatur of commercial arbitration
awards).
205. See The Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31, at 819 (describing that a court, upon
receipt of a motion to vacate an arbitral award, must reconstruct the arbitral proceedings to apply the law).
206. Id.
207. See Meyer-Hauser, supra note 39 (providing website addresses for most major arbitral institutions,
which leads to contract information for each).
208. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER, supra note 3, at 48.
209. Cf Malloy, supra note 187, at 45 (discussing the heated competition among arbitration institutions
"for the growing number of international commercial arbitrations").
210. Id.
211. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION, YEARBOOK COMMERCIAL
ARBITRATION VOLUME XXIX v (2004 ed.) (emphasizing that since arbitral institutions have increasingly
publicized awards through print and online access, the International Council for Commercial Arbitration
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institutions offer printed publications of or website access to excerpted arbitral
awards.2t2
Publications such as the International Council for Commercial Arbitration's
Yearbook Commercial Arbitration211 include awards that analyze common
commercial issues, such as inconsistent versions of contract, 214 breach of
contract,215 force majure clauses,2 1 6 assignment of contract,27 jurisdiction of
arbitral tribunal, applicable law to contract, and non-conformity of goods.2 s
Though the parties' identities are undisclosed, these excerpted awards discuss the
form and substance of the transaction at issue. 2' 9 Any small business attempting
to discover how similar companies' contract disputes have been treated by
arbitrators, whether the basis of these disputes be grain, fossil fuels, or
technology services, may find guidance from excerpts of published arbitration
awards. At the very least, potential arbitration customers can view how private
arbitrators analyze certain international commercial contract issues.220
Some arbitration institutions generate statistical reports reviewing past
arbitrations from the calendar year. These reports, like published arbitral awards,
also strike a balance between protecting the privacy interests of customers and
the institution's promotional interests in reaching potential customers, such as
small and medium-size American businesses "going global., 22' The ICC receives
the most international commercial arbitration dispute requests per year and
222publishes yearly analytical statistical reports for general purchase. In the three-
year period ending July 1975, the international commercial disputes supervised
by the ICC mostly involved the general trade in goods and services, as well as the
supply of industrial equipment and public works. 22' A report summarizing the
("ICCA") has begun publishing awards in its Yearbook that are usually unavailable in print or via the Internet).
The first volume in the Yearbook series was printed in 1976.
212. Id.
213. See id. (announcing that the ICCA, in conjunction with Kluwer Law International, published an
International Handbook on Commercial Arbitration that provides "up-to-date information on arbitration law
and practice in more than sixty countries.")
214. See id. at 13 (publishing excerpt from ICC case no. 8790 of 2000 between seller from Central
Europe and buyer from Western Europe).
215. Id.
216. Id.
217. See id. at 46 (publishing an excerpt of ICC award in case no. 9771 of 2001 between an Italian
commodities trading company and two Cyprus shipping companies).
218. Id.
219. See id. at 89 (reporting ICC award in case no. 10274 of 1999 involved the commercial transactions
between a dairy and agricultural product dealer in Denmark and a poultry company in Egypt).
220. Supra text accompanying notes 214-218.
221. Supra notes 208-10.
222. Supra text accompanying note 45.
223. See Robert Thompson, The Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce, in
HANDBOOK OF INSTITUTIONAL ARBITRATION IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 19-20 (E.J. Cohn et al. ed. 1977)
(reporting 25.8 percent of arbitration issues regarded sales and 29 percent for supply of industrial equipment
and public works including engineering). Agency contract issues were present in 17.1 percent of the
arbitrations. Id.
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typical subject matter at issue in an ICC arbitration covering the years 1982-1988
showed general sales and construction issues were the most commonly arbitrated
disputes.2 4 In 2003, almost half of ICC arbitrations surrounded contracts for the
sale of goods and nineteen-percent involved international commercial service
contracts.225  The most recent report from this preeminent international
commercial arbitration institution reflects the trend that the largest amount of
arbitrated international contract disputes are over the sale of manufactured goods,
while the second largest category is the export of services and intangible goods,
combined.226
B. The Choice for Small and Medium-Size American Businesses
Though arbitration institutions promise privacy to transborder businesses,
this does not entail complete secrecy.227 By surveying published arbitral awards
and statistical reports, identifying new specialized arbitration options, and
communicating directly with the institutions, an inquirer is able to identify both
(1) whether certain industries are contracting into institutional commercial
arbitration and (2) how arbitrators commonly resolve specific commercial
issues. 22' The marketing efforts have publicized the flexibility and efficiency
advantages of to an increasing number of small and medium-size American
229transborder businesses. International commercial arbitration has predominately
been used by large multinational corporations since World War I.23O An
important business question for these small and medium-size American
companies, and especially their American corporate counsel, is whether the same
benefits of arbitration reaped by large transborder traders will also flow to small-
scale businesses. 231
The opportunity to enforce an international commercial agreement before a
federal judge, with the power of federal law and its fundamental fairness
224. See CRAIG ET AL., supra note 41, at 9-10 (reporting agency contract issues at 10.7 percent for 1988
arbitrations).
225. INTERNATIONAL COURT OF ARBITRATION BULLETIN VOL. 15/No.l, supra note 45 (copy on file
with The Transnational Lawyer).
226. Id. (reporting services at nineteen percent and intellectual property at eight percent of ICC
arbitration cases).
227. Supra notes 208-10.
228. Supra text accompanying notes 193-226.
229. See Reynolds, supra note 4 (explaining that according to the WTO the U.S., as of 2001, was the
world's largest exporter of goods and services).
230. Cf id. (announcing the recent upswing in small and medium-size American businesses as arbitral
customers).
231. See Helmer, supra note 49, at 40 (observing that many American law firms are offering arbitration
services to the increasing amount of small and medium-size American businesses considering international
commercial arbitration). "[I]t is not uncommon for both parties in international arbitration to be represented by
U.S. law firms or their overseas branches." Id. at 41.
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guarantees, has always been an option for many transnational businesses.23
However, as reviewed extensively above, scholars and practitioners unanimously
agree that arbitration offers significant advantages compared with litigation.233 It
is unclear whether these proponents have considered the fact that transborder
commercial businesses deal in different types of goods and services, as well as
transact with a multitude of diverse countries.234 Most arbitral scholarship
suggests that arbitration is the automatic choice over litigation today.233 This
presumption ignores small and medium-size American traders, a growing class of
236transnational businesses and potential arbitration customers.
Before opting out of litigation and, instead, into arbitration, American-based
transborder businesses should consider three simple variables: (a) the nature of
the transaction at issue; (b) the legal tradition of their trade partner's country; and
237(c) the local judiciary's expertise with the relevant commercial issue. In certain
albeit narrow circumstances discussed below, litigation, instead of arbitration,
may be the best choice for some small and medium-size American businesses.
Ever since familiar and powerful trade enforcement mechanisms emerged
such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the World Trade
Organization, and U.S. Customs Enforcement, large American businesses have
traded manufactured goods abroad confidentially. 23" Federal courts have been a
ready option for resolving simple commercial contract disputes involving
American exporters.239 Because American exports increased substantially
following World War II, many federal courts are familiar with legal issues
surrounding international commercial contracting. ' °
The past sixty years, however, has also seen technological advances
changing the kind of American exports." Today, the sophistication of
232. Supra notes 12-13 and accompanying text.
233. Supra text accompanying notes 49-61.
234. Green, supra note 1, at 176 (stating that "Capital, technology, management, materials, and human
resources flow rapidly across boundaries in today's global market.").
235. Exercise of Contract Freedom, supra note 21, at 1200.
236. See Biukovic, supra note 3, at 326 (identifying that a greater number of small companies who
previously could not afford to trade in the international commercial market can today, especially in countries
that have affordable Internet access, such as the United States).
237. Infra notes 241-272.
238. See LEGAL ASPECTS OF INTRODUCING PRODUCTS TO THE UNITED STATES MARKET 277 (John
Richards ed., Kluwer Law Int'l 1988) (proclaiming the creation of GATT in 1948 highlighted a change in
United States trade policy turning from self-protectionism to advocating trade freedom); see also id. at 303
(discussing U.S. law, as of 1988, related to international trade).
239. Cf INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR THE NONSPECIALIST 955 (Paul H. Vishny ed., 1997) (arguing that
litigation, and not arbitration, should be used if a party's concern is a simple matter, such as "payment of money
due" under a contract).
240. See id. at 13 (noting that state legislation usually governs commercial contracts. Therefore, since
most states have adopted the Uniform Commercial Code, the statutory scheme is quite similar. Additionally, the
United Nations Convention on International Sales (the Vienna Convention), effective as of January 1988, was
intended to provide a legal framework for the international sale of goods.).
241. See generally Biukovic, supra note 3.
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manufactured products requires more complex document drafting compared to
past commercial contracts for simpler, but similar, goods.42 Additionally, unlike
the past, today intangible goods and services are exchanged internationally in
large quantities and through complicated commercial agreements.2 43 Entering the
international market is more affordable today because of technological
improvements like the Internet, making it economically and logistically feasible
to trade in intangibles and services.2" It is doubtful that federal court familiarity
with simple trade in manufactured goods will be of much help to small and
medium-size transborder businesses because America's trade landscape currently
involves intricate trade in tangibles, intangible goods, and services.245
Consequently, an American business transacting abroad in soft goods, in services
or in complex hard good transactions should arbitrate rather than rely on a federal
court's ability to address the concomitant commercial issues.
246
An American business's decision to arbitrate its commercial claims or to
adjudicate in federal court, in addition to considering the nature of the thing
traded, should also depend upon whether the foreign party hails from a country
with a common law legal tradition. 7 A foreign country with English common
law roots will have a judicial system similar to America's. 2 8 Common law judges
are accustomed to the adversarial system and understand due process rights, as
well as common law contract principles such as good faith and the implied
covenant of fair dealing. 49 Arbitration commentators have argued that parties
242. Id.; see generally FRICK, supra note 3.
243. See Cirielli, supra note 18, at 282-83 (discussing the effects of highly complex international
banking and financial transactions are an increased demand for arbitration's effectiveness and efficiency and
less need for litigation); supra note 226.
244. Nabil R. Adam et al., The Development and Practice of Law in the Age of the Internet, 46 AM. U.
L. REV. 327, 432 (1996) (mentioning that many more small businesses, because of the Internet, trade
intangibles and services). "You will see a new paradigm developing, in which the majority of purchases will not
be in [manufactured] goods, but rather in [intangibles and services]."). Id.
245. See Jeffrey H. Matsuura, SECURITY, RIGHTS, AND LIABILITIES IN E-COMMERCE 211 (Artech House
2002) (warning digital property owners participating in commercial trading exchanges of intangibles that
litigation is not an effective means of protecting their property interests); see also id. at 224-25 (suggesting that
as e-commerce transactions increase, traditional commercial laws will need to be amended specifically to
address issues specific to the digital marketplace).
246. See Cirielli, supra note 18, at 283 (arguing that the traditional disputes federal courts are used to
handling may be more effectively adjudicated rather than arbitrated. Cirielli concludes that a "truly basic debt
collection case" should be litigated, but the more complex international transactions should be arbitrated).
247. See Reed & Sutcliffe, supra note 57, § II, 1 (describing the differences between common law and
civil law countries; "adversarial" versus "inquisitional"). "The decision-maker in the common law tradition
adopts a more passive style than the civil law decision-maker." Id.; see Helmer, supra note 49, at 35 (stating
that common law emanates from Anglo-Saxon roots and the civil law from Roman tradition). The
"Americanization" or "Judicialization" of arbitration is a popular topic amongst legal commentators, with most
concluding the Anglo-American adversarial process has become prominent in arbitration but has not eliminated
Europe's continental/civil characteristic procedures. Id. at 49.
248. Cf. Berkowitz, supra note 15, at 181 (providing the example that India, an English colony, received
a "transplanted" common law system through its codification).
249. See generally LEGAL ASPECTS OF INTRODUCING PRODUCTS TO THE UNITED STATES MARKET
supra note 238, at 13-34 (summarizing core contract principles from Anglo-American common law, e.g. Statute
of Frauds, offer, acceptance, and good faith).
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shun foreign litigation for fear of a vastly different legal system.250 Yet, trade
between transnational businesses from different common law countries should
not necessarily bring about this anxiety.25'
We live in a statutory age worldwide, where codes and regulations dominate
252
commercial regulation. Many countries have westernized their commercial
trade legislative schemes because of western law's worldwide influence.53 Thus,
lawsuits in many common law countries may be governed by substantive and
procedural rules similar to those applicable in federal court.254 However, many of
America's trade partners are not from common law countries that have
commercial trade legislation extremely similar to America' S.255 Since a trade
partner from another legal tradition, such as the civil law system, will not have
the same legal philosophy and process, contracting for arbitration seems
necessary in such a case.
For example, if an American business imports manufactured goods from
England, the originator of our common law system, irregardless of whether an
action is brought in federal court or an English court, the legal proceedings and
analysis could be similar. 256 However, if the American business deals in services,
intangible goods or involves a complex modem trade arrangement for
manufactured goods, the nationality of its trading partner has a greater effect
upon the decision to arbitrate or adjudicate.257 Using another example, consider an
American business that outsources its computer programming needs to China -
an international services contract. China's legal system is not a common law
system. Therefore, if an action fails for want of personal jurisdiction in
America,58 litigation would have to be pursued under the Chinese system.
Litigation is unlikely because of the extreme differences between the Chinese
and American jurisprudential systems.2 9 In this circumstance, arbitration is a
250. See Green, supra note 1, at 176 (opining that commercial parties fear litigating within a foreign
judicial system's substantive rules, procedural law, and potential bias).
251. See note 248 and accompanying text.
252. See LEGAL ASPECTS OF INTRODUCING PRODUCTS TO THE UNITED STATES MARKET, supra note 238
(discussing the UCC and Vienna Convention).
253. See Ronald Charles Wolf, TRADE, AID, AND ARBITRATION: THE GLOBALIZATION OF WESTERN
LAW 263 (Ashgate 2003) (arguing that western law naturally affects U.S. trade partners such as the European
Union countries and Japan because the dominant language of internationaI commercial trade is English).
254. Cf id.
255. See id. (implying with statistics that American parties frequently trade with the European Union
and Japan, countries without common law legal traditions).
256. See LEGAL ASPECTS OF INTRODUCING PRODUCTS TO THE UNITED STATES MARKET, supra note
238.
257. Supra notes 247-251 and accompanying text.
258. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR THE NONSPECIALIST, supra note 239, at 951-952 (describing the
difficulty in a federal court exercising personal jurisdiction over a foreign trade partner).
259. See Gopalan, supra note 20 (addressing that issues of foreign litigation surround the difference in
legal procedure and substance, as well as prejudicial barriers).
483
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wonderful alternative for all American transnational businesses, large, medium,
and small .
If, instead, the computer programming requirements are exported to a New
Zealand service-provider, the fear of foreign litigation lessens because New
Zealand has a common law tradition.2 6 ' However, New Zealand does not have as
well of an established technological industry as America and, therefore, an
arbitrator's technological expertise is beneficial.262 Thus, although a country may
have a common law tradition, its lacking legal sophistication regarding complex
trade agreements for goods and services will steer transnational businesses to
263arbitration. A third consideration in addition to the nature of the transaction and
the legal tradition of a trade partner is the decision-maker's expertise with the
contested commercial issue.
One country that has an established computer programming industry, as well
as a common law tradition, is India.264 Thus, if the American business considers
importing computer programming services from an Indian company, the
American can strongly consider adjudicating disputes instead of contracting for
arbitration. 26s An arbitration always involves a public judicial system because the
266award must be enforced by a public court. Because an Indian court is familiar
with law governing its local technology industry, an appropriate enforcement
mechanism already exists in this common law country to govern a transborder
267service contract. Under this circumstance, an American business will have a
stronger inclination to consider litigation instead of arbitration.268
This simplistic analysis is not meant to ignore the fact that there are many
variables one must consider when deciding whether to arbitrate or litigate.269
However, smaller American companies entering the global marketplace should not
ignore circumstances that heighten the efficiency of litigation as compared with
arbitration, such as when simple manufactured goods are traded between two
common law countries. 210 Admittedly, trade under such narrow circumstances is not
260. Id.
261. Supra note 248.
262. See http://www.marketnewzealand.com/MNZMarketlntelligence/sectors/4597/3617.aspx (copy on
file with The Transnational Lawyer) (last visited March 18, 2005) (discussing an emerging intellectual property
sector from New Zealand, however highlighting that America's is world-dominating).
263. Supra note 53.
264. See Reynolds, supra note 4 (attacking a popularized American fears that all technology services are
being imported to the United States from India by explaining America remains the world's largest exporter of
goods and services, whereas India is running a trade deficit).
265. Supra note 237.
266. INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR THE NONSPECIALIST, supra note 239, at 929.
267. Supra note 248.
268. Id.
269. See supra note 20 (listing reasons transborder businesses have chosen arbitration).
270. See INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR THE NONSPECIALIST, supra note 239, at 955 (describing that a
"quick summary judgment," which are easily obtained in simple commercial disputes, makes litigation more
efficient than arbitration).
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as frequent today as it has in the past.27' Because small and medium-size businesses
inexperienced in international trade will increasingly transact in intangibles, services,
and complex manufactured goods, private international commercial arbitration
secures its customer base.272
V. CONCLUSION
The tremendous expansion of international commerce in the past sixty years
has fueled an increased need for dispute resolution distinct from public
litigation. 3 International commercial arbitration emerged to provide primarily
(1) a reliable process for enforcing arbitral agreements and awards and (2) a fair
and predictable dispute resolution alternative to national courts.274 At the same
time, the United States created the legal doctrine necessary to explain
arbitration's role, but more importantly to justify its deference to party choice.275
The current federal scheme places public law at the disposal of parties arbitrating
privately in the name of "comity," amongst other policies, thereby relinquishing
276regulation over significant areas of economic intercourse. State efforts to skirt
the federal policy have largely been unsuccessful.277 Many small and medium-
size American businesses have begun using the malleable arbitral process to their
advantage s.21 On the one hand, a privatizable legal system can benefit a long-term
271. Supra notes 242-43 and accompanying text; see INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR THE NONSPECIALIST,
supra note 239 at 955 (discussing litigation should be favored over arbitration when preliminary relief is needed
by a commercial party because, injunctions and orders for the sale of perishable goods are not available in
arbitration).
272. See Biukovic, supra note 3, at 326 (noting an increasing number of small companies have entered
the global market because technological advances have lowered transaction costs); see also id. at 327 (noting
the value of online transactions between businesses exceeded one trillion U.S. dollars in 2000, and is estimated
to reach as much as five trillion in 2004).
273. FRICK, supra note 3, at 266 (stating "Arbitration, rather than litigation in national courts, has [in the
years following World War H] become the preferred method of resolving international commercial disputes.").
274. Supra note 22 and accompanying text.
275. Supra notes 101-19 and accompanying text.
276. Id.; see Wai, supra note 82, at 216 (observing receding government influence upon transnational
commercial arbitration, globally); id. at 236 (arguing that adopting a policy to respect international arbitration
clauses ignores competing domestic social policies embedded in contract law). If private agreements are
automatically enforced, the domestic contract laws that normally voids illegal agreements and clauses that
offend the public interest no longer have their regulatory effect. Id.
277. See The Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31, at 801 (discussing U.S. Supreme Court
holdings that, despite the Erie doctrine, federal courts sitting in diversity were "[b]ound to apply the FAA, that
state court decisions were subject to the FAA, and that state legislatures could not deviate from the provisions
and principles of the FAA" when enacting state arbitration law); see, e.g., Allied-Bruce Terminix Cos. v.
Dobson, 513 U.S. 265, 268 (1995) (voiding Alabama statute that declared pre-dispute arbitration agreements
invalid and unenforceable because the state legislation conflicted with The New York Convention, as codified
in Section 2 of FAA); Volt. Info. Sciences, Inc. v. Board of Trustees, 489 U.S. 468, 477 (1989) (holding state
law is preempted to the degree that it stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of federal
arbitration law).
278. See Biukovic, supra note 3, at 326 (discussing how small and medium-size businesses are
transacting internationally); see also id. at 331-32 (explaining that enforcing party autonomy is the cornerstone
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and complex international commercial relationship's needs.279 On the other hand,
pursuit of privatizable law for purely personal gain can produce undesirable
externalities for third parties and unconscionable agreements between parties
with unequal bargaining power. s°
In the future, the international commercial market's continuing globalization
and international commercial transactions' increasing complexity will only
magnify the transnational business demand for private dispute resolution."' The
world governments, following America's lead, will adhere to the internationalist
policy that liberally excludes national interests from the private arbitral process.282
Critics of arbitral autonomy propose change. 283 At least one scholar has
proposed creating a global network of arbitration courts to regulate arbitration
through private international law.2 4 However, this would require all private
arbitral institutions to unify and a significant amendment to the New York
Convention."' Such changes are unlikely to occur because of practical
difficulties, including numerous compromises that nations would need to make.
For example, currently the United States and United Kingdom view oppositely
the judicial review of arbitral awards.286
The adversarial influence of common law upon arbitration leads other
scholarly critics to suggest that too much "judicialization" of the process will turn
international commercial arbitration into nothing more than off-shore litigation.
The influx of many new American participants into international commercial
arbitration institutions, armed with their American law firm attorneys, may
"Americanize" and frustrate the non-national dynamic and myriad benefits of this
international dispute process. 28  However, scholars predict that American
principle of international commercial arbitration); id. at 332 (providing that "Small and medium-size businesses
cannot afford to litigate in different courts and different countries, but by opting for international commercial
arbitration, businesses can resolve jurisdictional uncertainty.").
279. See Wai, supra note 82, at 231, 231 n. 62 (explaining that different actors within the international
market place will each prefer for different dispute settlement modules).
280. Id. at 233-38.
281. Supra notes 242-43.
282. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 277 (discussing how the United Kingdom has generally taken the
opposite position that a national legal system should play a strong role in arbitration to ensure substantive and
procedural due process).
283. See Wai, supra note 279, at 269 (proposing remedies to reverse the under-regulation of
international arbitration). Either a new international agreement should be created or, more realistically, national
courts and legislatures need to actively regulate arbitration in order to minimize harmful externalities and
abuses of superior bargaining power. Id.
284. Hans Smit, The Future of International Commercial Arbitration: A Single Transnational
Institution?, 25 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 9 (1986).
285. Cf id.
286. Supra note 282; see Ware, supra note 5, at 725 (explaining that to change current federal policy,
the U.S. Supreme Court can either reverse its Mitsubishi progeny declaring that claims arising under otherwise
mandatory rules are arbitrable, or require de novo judicial review of arbitrators' legal rulings on such claims).
287. Helmer, supra note 49, at 46.
288. See id. (warning that if arbitration becomes dominated by overbearing common law trial tactics,
international commercial arbitration's many virtues will no longer be realizable); Reed & Sutcliffe, supra note
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influence spoiling arbitration's popularity is unlikely, and describe today's
international commercial arbitration as a homogenized process involving the best
of common and civil law traditions.289  Americanization of international
arbitration should not be overly concerning because arbitration is the law of
private party choice. Attorneys are able to use the best procedural and
substantive law available to further client interests, which means both common
and civil law should be reflected in the arbitration clause.290
It is safe to say that the pro-international arbitral autonomy approach,
spearheaded by the federal bench, will remain into the future. 29' Because of
governmental deference to arbitrators who, in turn, generally defer to the
arbitration clause, transacting businesses will be continually permitted to craft
private law, placing third parties at the risk of harm.292 Additionally, the party
with superior bargaining power is permitted to legislate at the expense of the
weaker because the economic, political and moral objectives' primacy over
opposing domestic public policy.
29 3
To avoid falling victim to a more powerful transnational commercial party,
American businesses going global can assess the risks and benefits of arbitration
beforehand by determining (1) whether similar businesses are utilizing arbitration
and (2) how arbitrators resolve related commercial issues. Additionally, soliciting
information directly from the institutions and relying upon published statistics or
arbitral awards can help non-traditional arbitral participants, like small and
medium-size American businesses, decide whether this private dispute resolution
process is a better option than litigation.2
Today, international commercial arbitration law allows parties to design rules
governing their commercial relationship with very little fear of outside state
57, at section I (describing "Americanization" as "[slomething of an excessive influence of Anglo-American or
common law legal traditions on international arbitration, originally a European/civil law phenomenon.").
289. See Reed, supra note 57, at sections II - IR.
290. See generally Friedland, supra note 190.
291. See Malloy, supra note 187, at 46 (providing that "[T]he U.S. Supreme Court has definitively
vindicated delocalized [or denationalized] arbitration despite public policy arguments based on antitrust or
securities regulatory policy."); Helmer, supra note 49, at 44 (observing that though the FAA will be amended at
some point in the future to clarify the uncertainties created by federal common law interpreting it, it will not be
changed significantly, i.e., to the point of resembling the UNCITRAL Model law). See generally Park, supra
note 21 (arguing that the FAA should only be changed to allow increased judicial review of certain transactions,
such as domestic business to consumer sales, but not for international transactions between businesses of
comparable bargaining power).
292. Supra note 283.
293. See FRICK, supra note 3, at 284-285 (explaining the preference for state litigants); Wai, supra note
279, at 229-232 (discussing the dangers of arbitration becoming completely disassociated with national laws).
But see Ballad of Transborder Arbitration, supra note 31, at 828 (pleading with those, especially the media,
who condemn multinational businesses that use arbitration as commercial entities exploiting an undemocratic
system, to view arbitration as a system of agreed-upon (democratic) rules for the benefit of the entire
international market). "Making money is not a criminal act nor does it imply corruption." Id.
294. Supra notes 182-226.
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interference." 5 Because of this prominent advantage (especially in light of the
common disadvantages associated with litigating abroad), the many smaller-scale
American companies entering the transnational commercial market will likely
opt into arbitration.296 However, counsel for an American business going global
should recognize that in certain situations, such as those involving commercial
trade for manufactured goods between America and another common law
country, it might be best to avoid an arbitration clause in favor of domestic or
foreign litigation. 7
295. Biukovic, supra note 3, at 333 (describing international commercial arbitration as giving "[t]he
parties the opportunity to shop around for the most favorable law.").
296. See David D. Caron, The Nature of the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal and the Evolving
Structure of International Dispute Resolution, 84 A.J.I.L. 104, 116 (1990) (mentioning that the large costs
associated with adapting litigation to another legal system and substantive law dissuade international traders
from bringing actions in foreign countries). "Thus, the parties are led to choose arbitration." Id.
297. Cf Wolf, supra note 253, at 20 (discussing that litigation is used as a commercial dispute resolution
mechanism mostly because familiarity imbues confidence in jurisprudence); see supra note 226 and
accompanying text (discussing a recent report from the ICC that records the larges amount of arbitrated
commercial disputes surround the international sale of manufactured goods).
